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RSV Nuyina
Photo: Pete Harmsen



	
		
		
		
	
	
RSV Nuyina pushes through pack ice
Photo: Pete Harmsen



	
		
		
		
	
	
Emperor penguin huddle at Auster Rookery
Photo: Kim de Laive



	
		
		
		
	
	
Aurora Australis at Casey's flagpoles
Photo: Barry Becker



	
		
		
		
	
	
Icebreaking on RSV Nuyina
Photo: Pete Harmsen



	
		
		
		
	
	
Aurora over Casey coastline
Photo: Justin Chambers



	
		
		
		
	
	
Lenticular clouds over Casey
Photo: Barry Becker



	
		
		
		
	
	
Aurora at Mawson station
Photo: Michael Brill



	
		
		
		
	
	
Star trails and aurora over Davis
Photo: Neil Brown



	
		
		
		
	
	
Clouds rolling in over Casey
Photo: Barry Becker
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					Seabird, seal monitoring crucial as Avian Influenza reaches Antarctica

					14 March 2024

				

						
				

				
					The lows and lows of Antarctic sea ice

					5 March 2024

				

						
				

				
					Nuyina joins Southern Ocean plankton survey

					29 February 2024
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						About us

						Learn about the Australian Antarctic Program, including opportunities to work with us in Australia or the Antarctic.

					

				

						Scientific research

						Meet Australia’s Antarctic scientists and learn about their scientific research.

					

				

						About Antarctica

						Learn about the wildlife and environment, and the human experience of the icy continent historically and today.

					

				

						Antarctic operations

						Find out about our stations, Antarctic travel and information for family and friends.

					

				Projects


						Million year ice core

						The million year ice core (MYIC) project is one of the most ambitious and challenging scientific projects yet undertaken by the Australian Antarctic Program.

					

				

						Inland traverse

						The modern tractor traverse will allow the Australian Antarctic Program to move inland in all weather conditions and reach areas deep in the Antarctic interior.

					

				

						Denman terrestrial campaign

						Australia is preparing a major three-year science campaign to study the Denman Glacier, one of the fastest retreating glaciers in East Antarctica.

					

				

	
	


	
	
		RSV Nuyina – Australia's Antarctic icebreaker

		Australia’s new Antarctic icebreaker, RSV Nuyina, is the main lifeline to Australia’s Antarctic and sub-Antarctic research stations and the central platform of our Antarctic and Southern Ocean scientific research.

	


	
	
		Antarctic Insider

		Keep up to date with the latest news, events and activities in Antarctica with our e-newsletter, Antarctic Insider.

	


	
	
		Explore Antarctica

		Bringing together video, audio, infographics and animations, Explore Antarctica explores topics in detail.

	


	
		#AusAntarctic social media snapshot

		
	
	
		Caution, slippery when wet! ⚠️ … Station Leader Justine has a word of caution for other expos at Macca: don’t relax while you’re hiking!

		
			9 Mar 2024

			

			View on Facebook

		

	


	
	
		It’s all hands on deck for the Macquarie Island fur seal census! � … Led by our Tasmanian Parks & Wildlife colleagues, the census gives…

		
			6 Mar 2024

			

			View on Facebook

		

	


	
	
		❄For the third year in a row Antarctic sea-ice extent has dropped below the summer average of 2-4 million sq km. Could we be seeing a new…

		
			5 Mar 2024

			

			View on Facebook

		

	


	
	
		A summer like no other for the seven sparkies of the 77th ANARE � … A team with over 150 years of combined trades experience, the measure…

		
			14 Mar 2024

			

			View on Facebook

		

	


	
	
		We tried to think of a cool caption, but sometimes the image is just too spectacular. � … A BK-117 helicopter under an incredible aurora at…

		
			18 Mar 2024

			

			View on Facebook
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				We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of Country throughout Australia and recognise their continuing connection to land, waters and culture. We pay our respects to their Elders past and present.
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